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Abstract: Artificial intelligence (AI), like many revolutionary technologies in human history, will have
a profound impact on societies. From this viewpoint, we analyze the combined effects of AI to
raise important questions about the future form and function of cities. Combining knowledge
from computer science, urban planning, and economics while reflecting on academic and business
perspectives, we propose that the future of cities is far from being a determined one and cities may
evolve into ghost towns if the deployment of AI is not carefully controlled. This viewpoint presents
a fundamentally different argument, because it expresses a real concern over the future of cities in
contrast to the many publications who exclusively assume city populations will increase predicated
on the neoliberal urban growth paradigm that has for centuries attracted humans to cities in search
of work.
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1. Introduction

The debate over whether form follows function [1] or function follows form [2] is centuries
old. Starting in the 18th century, architects and engineers split in their pursuit to design cities either
following the modern or the deconstructivist perspective. American skyscraper architect Louis Sullivan
advocated for the former in that every building’s shape should adapt to the form its interior serves.
In contrast, Frank O Gehry, Rem Koolhaas, and Daniel Libeskind mastered the art of fitting any interior
function into iconic buildings [3]. With the rise of modern technologies, the form-function debate is
reviving over human needs and human behavior [4] and whether one can simply delink form and
function given the flexibility of new technologies.

The smart city, sometimes called intelligent, virtual, or digital city, has been a vision for much
of the 19th century rejuvenating the form-function debate. Smart cities are defined as cities in
which information and communication technology (ICT) is merged with traditional infrastructures,
coordinated, and integrated using new digital technologies [5]. ICT is tackling the wicked problems of
urban operations, management, planning, development, and governance [6]. Early indications in the
smart city pursuit signal a persistent marginalization process that reduces living quality in favor of
neoliberal interests [7]. As smart cities continue to evolve, they become more vulnerable because global
crises and systemic instability have been notoriously neglected within the smart city discourse [8].
As our argument will unfold, artificial intelligence is one of those impending neglects.

Artificial intelligence, like many revolutionary technologies in human history, will have a profound
impact on societies [9], but, the impending fourth industrial revolution will be different from the first
three: AI will have a profound impact on us as human beings [10]. AI here refers not only to data
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analytics and machine learning, which are experiencing a great hype due to the recent advances in
deep learning, but also to its next installment: general-purpose AI, or machines that think like you
and me or even exceed our human abilities. These machines do not only answer the question if we
are alone in the universe—for sure not anymore—but may be a major threat to our socio-economic
systems: AI makes human labor obsolete, which has traditionally attracted humans to cities [11,12].

2. The Future of Work

AI is expected to transform the nature of work radically. As several independent research projects
by Oxford University, CitiBank, and McKinsey & Company have recently shown, close to half of the
current occupations are highly vulnerable to technical automation. For example, McKinsey examined
2000 work activities across 800 occupations and found that 47 percent of these tasks are automatable
by simply adapting existing technology. McKinsey further found that 1/3 of all tasks from 60% of all
occupations can be automated already. This study demonstrates the impact of AI on potential job
displacements and job loss. Assuming current technology trends continue, future technology will
exponentially increase these work replacement predictions.

Of course, technical automatability does not translate into mass-scale automation overnight,
as there are several other factors affecting the outcome. These include economic viability, necessary
investments, labor rates, regulatory frameworks, and cultural influences. However, these research
projects anonymously expect a gradual mass acceptance and adoption of many of these innovations in
the coming decades. It is also worth noting that automation is expected to bring significant benefits,
such as improved labor productivity, safety, as well as higher quality of products and services. If our
history of prior revolutionary technologies is any indication, the eventual net impact on society is
likely to be positive if benefits are equally distributed.

As AI transitions into our lives, it will have a profound impact on cities. Throughout modern
history, cities have not only been the hub of economic activity and locus for many occupations but
also underwent economic shifts toward specializations. Today many cities focus on a select number of
industries: think of the role the finance sector plays in New York City, Pharma and R&D in New Jersey,
technology in Silicon Valley and San Francisco, and so forth. What would happen to these cities and
localities if and when a vast majority of occupations in any of these industries begin to go through
radical transformation due to AI and automation?

3. The Form of Cities in the 22nd Century

Much academic research focuses on improving the form of cities, so they can fulfill their presumed
future function: adapt to the urban migration pressures of people in search of work [13]. By 2050,
the UN predicts that more than two-thirds of the world’s population will live in cities [14]. Cities already
implement information technology (IT) infrastructure to enable AI applications for increased work
efficiencies. Cities are spending billions (an estimated US$80B by 2021) on smart infrastructure to
prepare for the AI revolution [15], integrating AI into their urban service delivery options, waste
management, energy utilization, crime prevention, environmental planning, among others [16].

One example is planning for connected autonomous vehicles (CAVs). Self-driving cars promise
to improve efficiency and safety in cities [17], to reduce congestion and commute times [18], and to
free up work time during commutes by 2040. With apps like Uber and Lyft, and ride-sharing services
like Zipcar, we prepare for the advent of CAVs that function in cities. Cities already are experiencing
decreases in their parking revenue and are selling off space in downtown to real estate developers
in search of valuable workspace [19]. The pressure on work and vice versa living space to avoid the
time-consuming commute is reflected in ever-increasing land prices [20].

In short, all trends lead to downtowns becoming more work-focused, cities are being equipped
with AI infrastructure and redesigned to accommodate additional people, but we wonder what work
remains for humans to do in cities? Isn’t the vigorous argument for CAVs to increase commuting and
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working efficiency incomplete without accounting for job replacement effect? What is the function of
cities if AI does what it is supposed to do?

4. The Function of Cities in the 22nd Century

On average, the number of working hours has decreased over time, while wages have either
increased or stayed at similar levels. For instance, in the US, the average annual hours worked per
person declined by 10% when comparing 2014 to 1950. At the same time, average leisure time has
increased when compared to the 1960s. One study found that on average, in the US, leisure time for
men increased by 6–8 h per week and for women by 4–8 h per week from 1965 to 2003 [21].

This is a trend that is likely to continue and even accelerate with the mass-scale adoption of AI and
automation technologies. As our work hours get replaced over time with leisure or non-work hours,
which functions will cities have? Why do we live in or commute to cities, if not for work? Current
publications take the fundamental functions of cities and their inhabitants for granted and predict
ever-increasing urban populations that necessitates AI to create ever-smarter cities [22,23]. Given the
future of work, and its implications on working hours and leisure time, we think urban dynamics
will change dramatically and are not as clear cut as current views portray them. AI might change the
function of cities through different levers:

4.1. New in/out Migration Pressures

Population pressures may lessen on cities unless cities take on new functions that replace work.
With the advent of AI, real questions over whether the other benefits of cities, like entertainment
and education, will be enough to keep cities as centers of human gathering. The Harvard economist
Lawrence Katz predicts cities to become arts and cultural hubs creating a local artisanal economy [24].
However, this type and kind of spending has been historically cyclical, depending on households’
disposable incomes [25]. If middle-income jobs are replaced by AI, spending will concentrate on food,
housing, transportation, and healthcare [26] or the middle-income class may leave cites altogether
when cities become unaffordable as property taxes outpace income growth [27].

For much of human history, socialization was associated with geographic proximity. With AI,
geographical proximity is no longer needed. The internet provided connectivity, but when robots take
over human-like functions, seniors may withdraw from city life [28]. As the wealthy age across cities,
they may seek nature and solitude as the surrounding technology enables human closeness via AI.

4.2. Economic Reasons

Among other things, cities have been economic hubs for much of human history [29]. Technological
disruptions have historically replaced some spaces by making products or services available digitally,
e.g., travel agencies. AI will be no different, but much larger in scale and impact. It will drive people
away from cities because the 4th industrial revolution will replace desk jobs, just like the third replaced
human labor. Unemployment will rise in the short run that causes urban blight and homelessness [30].
Cities traditionally have provided support for the homeless. If the homeless become overwhelming for
a city to serve, a local crisis may ensue [31].

A further economic angle to consider is “information asymmetry” that provides a competitive
advantage for companies that use AI. Information asymmetry means companies collect data to model
and predict “our” decisions what we as customers cannot [32,33] This information asymmetry allows
companies to increase prices for individuals at certain times using information about human preferences.

Economically, we might be in the midst of creating a local bubble in cities, which backfired as a
minor recession during in 2009/2010 when the housing bubble burst. The AI bubble, however, is larger
in scale encompassing work, housing, and retail—all things that attract humans to cities.
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4.3. New Social-Human Dynamics

If work ceases to exist, human nature will demand some other exploration mechanisms. Since the
beginning of time, humans have been drawn to challenging environments. The very idea of AI is to
give boring tasks to machines, so humans have time for more meaningful interactions and creative
endeavors. In the beginning, AI is slated to replace mundane tasks. As AI evolves, it will take over
problem-solving and cognitive functions leaving humans with tasks that foster instant instead of the
more meaningful delayed gratification. In turn, this creates places that may be more unhappy as it
becomes too easy to accomplish something meaningful in cities.

Many people define their purpose in life through their work, which is closely coupled to their
economic success. But if work ceases to exist, humans will need to find an alternative purpose. Some of
us, who are drawn to challenging environments, will deepen their sense of exploration and education.
AI will free these people from mundane tasks and can even be used to create new challenges. Some of
us prefer entertainment and leisure. It is easy to imagine how an oversimplification of our lives together
with AI could lead to degeneration: the movie Wall-E depicting such a strange but possible future [34].

5. Cities of the Future

The future of cities will depend on how the different levers and resulting push and pull dynamics
interact. Neither one of the possible new ways of life demand cities, instead they require human
interactions and access to nature. The moral imperative makes the advent of AI seem inevitable (if
we are capable of providing more safe, efficient, and reliable systems—we must). The competitive
advantage argument (others will develop it anyway) is amplifying this development even though the
potential risks of large-scale effects due to connectivity issues are massive. For example, one hacker
can bring mobility to a standstill, or deployment mistakes hinder widespread adoption [35]. Finally,
the legal systems, regulatory bodies, and insurance companies may need several decades to catch up
to technological development.

If governments introduce AI, we must create the foundations for ethical cities [36].
The redistribution of resources through social contracts such as conditional base income that stabilizes
our socio-economic systems may be one among many others. Cities will develop differently across the
globe, given their local industries [37]. Companies will replace tasks for which they spend less than
human labor. If technology is too expensive or human labor too cheap in a given market, the status-quo
will prevail. Thus, we will see a higher level of automation in advanced economy cities, while in much
of the emerging markets cheap labor will initially prevent AI mass introduction in cities.

6. Conclusions

How will cities look like in the future? To the best of our knowledge, academic and business
publications have argued for continued urban growth and created plans for the form and function
serving additional populations. In contrast, we provide a counterviewpoint, arguing that artificial
intelligence may turn our metropolises into ghost cities and the future of cities is far from being a
determined one. Whether or not cities turn into ghost cities depends on the rate of AI adoption,
policy regulations, and other unpredictable events, such as COVID-19. Thus, research is needed that
combines different AI developments such as domotics and autonomous vehicles, integrates different
push-and-pull dynamics explained above. We must analyze at what level of AI penetration the viability
of cities is endangered. We should further lay out other mobility futures that account for AI’s disruptive
impacts. Research should also exemplify what could happen and analyze what is already happening
to certain industries that begun the AI transformation, e.g., pharma. By analyzing the combined effect
of the levers, researchers, public policy-makers, and practitioners can account for the impact of a
global crisis and systemic instability that others argued are missing from the smart city discourse [8].
This means viewing cities as organically evolving entities rather than conforming to the totalizing
technocratic norms [8].
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